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Ironing Table specially designed for curtains with rolling ironing surface with heating and suction 

Moto Deco 3000 is a solid modern construction, ergonomically designed for quality ironing and shorter ironing 

time. 

The table was designed with the following unique features: 

 Three different programs for using to choose. Position– 0: Steam Supply. Position-P1: Steam Supply 

and vacuum at the same time. Position-P2: When the steam supply stops, then the vacuum immediately 

starts. 

 Rolling ironing surface for easier fabric traction activated by photoelectric cells 

 Timer system for steam and suction by using only the iron’s push button 

 Easy and quick install/uninstall of the fabric conveyor belt 

 Two separate motors for even and strong suction all over the working surface 

 Two curtain holders (front and back), approximately 60cm deep each, for holding on the curtain/cloth 

 Inclined surface for easy fabric traction and ironing 

Comes with: two photocells (back and forward) for controlling the rolling surface, wheels with brakes 
for easy drive, steam and suction timer system, condenser K/6/2, steam trap, 2 pieces of curtain holders, iron 
rest with silicon iron pad, Vario and lighting system, iron gantry and iron. 

Working surface:……...300 Χ 55 cm 

Height:………………….85cm 

Heating power:………..2kW 

Suction power:………..2 motors Χ 0.55kW 

Power supply:………...400V-3ph/N/PE-50Hz  

Moto Deco 3000 

Model Code Description Volt 
Suction  

kW 
Blowing   

kW 
Heating 

KW 

MOTO DECO 3000 102-34-000 Ironing table with heating and suction  400 2x0.55 No 2 

MOTO DECO 3000 102-34-001 Ironing table with heating and suction  230 2X0.55 No 2 

MOTO DECO 3000/2 102-34-003 Ironing table with heating and suction for 2 users 400 2x0.55 No 2 

 Packaging Dimensions cm  Net Weight  Kg Gross Weight Kg 

Wooden box  350 x130 x 122 285 350 

*Optional voltage with extra charge Volt 

MOTO DECO 3000  220V III  60Hz (Three phase with out neutral) 

Ironing Table for curtains 


